Welcome to Trail #4
MIC DROP MESSIAH

It feels fitting and timely to have the good, good news of the Mic Drop Messiah trail this week. The trails behind us are as many as the trails before us and there is a weariness that feels appropriate. The weariness is real, friends. It’s a reality that every Kingdom citizen on this side of eternity knows. So, beloved, hear these good words that Jesus read as He claimed His rightful title as our Messiah, our long-promised deliverer: "The Spirit of the Lord is on me, because he has anointed me to proclaim good news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim freedom for the prisoners and recovery of sight for the blind, to set the oppressed free to proclaim the year of the Lord's favor." (Luke 4:18-19) What fantastically good news our Jesus is for each of us and for all of us. Further up and further in, friends!

FIELD NOTES

TREKKING GUIDE
Jesus, our Messiah, is good news for each of us and all of us. Check out some resources to be encouraged in ever learning how to communicate and advocate that good news to the beloved community around us.

SUNRISE CHALLENGE
Join us in memorizing Luke 4:18-19. The verses are another Biblical retweet of verses in the Old Testament (Isaiah) and a powerful opening line that Jesus uses to tell us what kind of King and Kingdom we serve and are a part of. Good to have tucked in our memory in case we ever need answers to questions about the for whom or why's of Jesus' coming.

HEY, GUIDES!
How's the trail where you are? We’d love to know! Find our emails in the link to SOS staff pages!